Locations, orientations and magnetic field changes are given for 135 bow shock crossings at distances downstream from Earth between 8U and 117 Earth radii. The shock locations are dependent on the spacecraft trajectory and agree with locations calculated for the hypersonic analogue by Dryer and Heckman for a Mach number of 3.8. The shock'normal vectors have been calculated using magnetic coplanarity. The average normal vectors have a greater inclination bỹ 17 -5 deg from the symmetry axis than the Dryer and Heckman shock orientations for a 3-8 Mach number. Over a range of downstream distances from 60 to 115 Earth radii, the median magnetic field magnitude jump across the shock changes from 1.90 to 1.70 times.
Experiment
The Ames magnetometer on Explorer 33 has been described by Sonett et al. [1968] . This experiment uses a triaxial fluxgate assembly with one sensor always oriented parallel to the spacecraft spin axis and the other two sensors in a plane perpendicular to the spin axis. Synchronous spin demodulators within the experiment remove the spacecraft spin modulation from the signals of the sensors in the plane perpendicular to the spin axis. Sensor offsets are measured about once per day by 90° rotation of two of the sensors. The bow shock normals for which projections are given on Figure 1 are averages of 16 to 27 normals calculated from consecutive separate bow shock crossings using magnetic coplanarity [Colburn and Sonett, 1966] . Table 2 gives locations, time intervals, the numbers of vectors and the average K for four average shock normal calculations, along with the deviation of the average normal from the normal to the calculated bow shock shape [Dryer and Heckman, 1967] . The average normals are given in solar ecliptic coordinates. Observations from February 24, 1970 at ~ 60 R^ downstream are included with the other more distant observations for comparison. Holzer et al. [1972] have suggested that magnetic coplanarity should not be expected to be valid for typical observations of these shocks. The results presented here cannot supply firm evidence for or against the validity of magnetic coplanarity for the cases presented. However, one must note from Figure 1 that the projections of the average magnetic coplanarity shock normals on the solar ecliptic Y-Z plane agree within the statistical uncertainties with the corresponding normals to the calculated bow shock shapes also given on the Figure. On the other hand, the average inclination of these average magnetic coplanarity shock normals to the symmetry axis of the calculated bow shock is greater by ~ 17±5 deg than the inclinations of the calculated bow shock normals. An increase of the free stream Mach number from 3.8 to 8.5 -6- In Table 3 the median and mean magnetic field magnitude ratios across the distant bow shock for the observations of Table 2 are given, as well as the median changes in field directions across the shock.
There is a slight trend towards lower field magnitude jumps at greater distances based on the decrease in the median values. There is no trend with distances discernible in the field direction changes.
Further studies of changes of .magnetic field deflections and magnitude jumps across the distant bow shock as the downstream distance increases should be undertaken with samples for which changes in solar wind plasma and magnetic field parameters are excluded.
The Pioneer 8 distant bow shock observations were used in a test of consistency of magnetic field jumps and field direction changes across the shock with the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for confirmation that the events were shocks [Bavassano et al., 1971; 1973] . Since the observations given here form a clearly defined continuous set in location and type with the bow shock crossings observed by both Explorer 33 and other spacecraft closer to Earth, these tests have not been applied *The magnetopause flares more than the shape used by Dryer and Heckman [Mihalov et al., 1970 ].
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